Construction

As project lawyers, we are involved in construction projects from their conception to their completion. We negotiate and prepare the necessary construction agreements and work closely with the project team – the consultants, project managers and builders – to guide any type of commercial or infrastructure project through to a successful completion. We act for architects, builders, developers and trades.

We have extensive experience acting for clients on both private and public construction projects, including rapid transit, ports, sports centres, water treatment plants, urban renewal and Brownfield developments. We know what to anticipate and what to avoid in all aspects of the construction cycle, including procurement, financing, design, construction and litigation.

As recognized leaders in procurement, we also help steer our clients through the public tendering process. And if disputes arise along the way, we draw on our extensive experience in mediation and arbitration as well as litigation to obtain a timely and effective resolution to the dispute.

Lawyers and professionals in this area
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Areas of Expertise

- Breach of trust claims under the *Construction Act*
- Construction contracts
- Construction deficiency or delay claims
- Construction liens and insolvencies
- Design-build advice
- Funding agreements
- Government funding
- Litigation
- Negligence claims
- Procurement
- Project finance
- Public-private partnerships
- Regulatory approvals
- Workplace health and safety